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Tour Portinho da Arrábida / 6 hours 

 

We can pick up the clients in our offices or at the hotel or at the apartment in Cascais área. 

Tour of the spectacular and unique Natural Park Arrábida where you will discover landscapes of breathtaking, the cliffs to the 

idyllic beaches through interesting fishing villages. 

The Arrábida is a true international scientific relic, where the rocky crests break the dense Mediterranean scrub. In the mind 

of the mountain range that falls almost directly overhead on the sea formed small beaches of fine sand. The irregular relief 

and the limestone soil allowed the development and maintenance of a Mediterranean type of vegetation - maquis. 

The Stone Anicha is the landmark of Arrábida. It is 100 meters from the shore, on the beach of Portinho da Arrábida and is 60 

meters long. The enormous biological diversity that presents is due to sandy bottoms on which it is based. 

Trip to Cabo Espichel to visit the lighthouse and the Sanctuary of Our Lady of Mua Stone. Where there are more than 600 

years in the mid-fourteenth century, a chapel was built to save an image of the Virgin, venerated long on top of the cliff 

where it was found. Around him grew modest homes to receive pilgrims here demanded, giving later (1715) to the 

construction of guesthouses with houses and shops, also known as House of Tapers. 

Then we pass by Sesimbra where mountains, the sea and bright sunshine create a picturesque setting that can be admired 

from several highlights of the village as the Castle, the horse Strong or Farm Palames 

Nowadays Sesimbra village offers visitors a rich historical legacy and a captivating natural beauty with beautiful beaches, 

fresh fish restaurants and terraces to the sea. 

On his return passage through Azeitão picturesque village is famous for two things: pies, beautiful exponent of traditional 

Portuguese sweets and cheese, buttery and tasty. Furthermore, there is some heritage to see, from the baroque fountain of 

Pasmados (century. XVIII) to the palace of the Dukes of Aveiro and the Quinta da Bacalhoa, with its gardens. Nearby, the 

foothills of the Serra da Arrábida, with its unique landscapes that earned him the ranking as a natural park. 

Before reaching the 25 de Abril Bridge, we pass by Palmela and we will visit the Castle, from where it enjoys a magnificent 

view. 

PRICES 

Persons: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Price per Person: 145 € 105 € 80 € 65 € 55 € 50 € 45 € 

Total: 290 € 315 € 320 € 325 € 330 € 350 € 360 € 
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